WEDNESDAY, MARCH 23, 2022

A Nation
Marching Towards
Prosperity
The country follows the footsteps of its founding
fathers to make the nation a cradle of progress,
prosperity and development. Pakistan inspires its
future generations to courageously face challenges
and to transform them into opportunities.
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HE ARIF ALVI
PRESIDENT

QUAID-E-AZAM
MUHAMMAD ALI JINNAH

M

Y heartiest felicitations to all fellow
Pakistanis residing in the brotherly State of Qatar on the auspicious
occasion of the National Day of
Pakistan. On this day in 1940, the
Muslims of the subcontinent had resolved
to achieve a separate homeland for themselves and then set out to actually achieve it
within a short span of seven years.
This auspicious day symbolizes the
expression of the collective will of the Muslims of the subcontinent and is a testament
to their unity and unwavering resolve.
Through sheer determination and a peaceful and democratic struggle, they prevailed
against all odds to create a separate homeland for themselves where they could lead
their lives in accordance with their faith,
traditions, values and culture; and where all
citizens could enjoy equal opportunities irrespective of caste and creed and play their
due role in the progress of the country.
Today, we reiterate our commitment to
the ideals for which Pakistan was created
and pay homage to Father of the Nation
Quaid-e-Azam Muhammad Ali Jinnah,
Poet Philosopher Dr Allama Muhammad
Iqbal and all the other leaders of the freedom movement who led the struggle for the
creation of Pakistan through their commitment, valiant struggle, and unparalleled determination. We also re-affirm our pledge
to adhere to the principles of Unity, Faith
and Discipline given by Quaid-e-Azam Muhammad Ali Jinnah.
As always, all Pakistanis in Qatar will
celebrate the day with inspiration of the

Ambassador’s Message
national zeal and spirit. Let us all express
our firm resolve to continue the legacy and
heritage bequeathed to us by our founding
fathers and by following in their footsteps
to make our country a cradle of progress,
prosperity and development.
We proudly reminisce the historic
creation of our beloved country to inspire
ourselves and our future generations to
courageously face current challenges and
to celebrate our faith and ability to transform challenges into opportunities. The
path to independence was not an easy
one; it was a struggle under the visionary
and inspiring leadership of the Father of
the Nation that brought Muslims of the
Sub-continent under one flag. Pakistan is
not just the name of a territory or a political entity. More than that, it is an ideal, a
spirit and an aspiration to realize the very
best virtues of humanity as bequeathed
by our great religion.
Pakistan has surmounted un-precedented challenges over the last seven and a
half decades. We have proven ourselves to
be resilient in the face of extraordinary circumstances, but we all know there is a lot
more we need to do. While celebrating National Day today, we should not be forgetful
of those who sacrificed their lives to achieve
independence. On this occasion, I would

Syed Ahsan Raza Shah
Ambassdor of the Islamic Republic of
Pakistan, Doha, State of Qatar.
also like to make a special mention of the
martyrs who have laid down their lives for
the protection of the homeland and safety
of its citizens.
Pakistan and the Qatar have historically
enjoyed extremely cordial relations based
on a common faith and traditions, deeprooted cultural affinities, geographic proximity, and convergence of interests. These

fraternal bonds have been carried forward
and strengthened under the guidance of
His Highness Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad Al
Thani, Amir of the State of Qatar who has
always shown great support for Pakistan.
Bilateral relations have been greatly
strengthened in recent times. Frequent
leadership level contact and exchange of
high level visits have increased over the
past three years. The positive engagement
at the leadership level has led to a substantial boost in bilateral cooperation in all
fields including the political, trade, investment and defence spheres.
I also avail this opportunity to praise
the unprecedented development and success of our brotherly country under the
able leadership of His Highness Sheikh
Tamim bin Hamad Al Thani. Pakistanis
have proudly contributed in the progress
and development of Qatar and in making
it a remarkable success story of our era.
Our workforce has made significant contribution in key institutions of Qatar such as
the armed forces, police, health, education,
banking and civil aviation. The hospitality
and respect offered to Pakistanis in Qatar is
a reflection of the affection that binds our
two countries.
On this occasion I also wish to pay
tribute to the patriotism, hard work and

HE IMRAN KHAN
PRIME MINISTER

commitment of the Pakistani community
in Qatar, who act as a living bridge between the two brotherly countries. Apart
from contributing to the development of
the State of Qatar, they have been playing
a positive role in strengthening the economy of Pakistan.
Finally, I would like to sincerely thank
His Highness Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad
Al Thani, the Amir of Qatar, His Highness Sheikh Hamad bin Khalifa Al Thani,
the Father Amir, His Excellency Sheikh
Khalid bin Khalifa bin Abdulaziz Al Thani
the Prime Minister & Minister of the Interior, His Excellency Sheikh Mohammed
bin Abdulrahman Al Thani, Deputy Prime
Minister & the Minister of Foreign Affairs
and His Excellency Dr Khalid bin Mohammed Al Attiyah, Deputy Prime Minister &
Minister of State for Defence Affairs, the
Government and people of the State of Qatar for the patronage and support that we
have received from them.
Dear Pakistanis-As we enter the 75th
year of our independence, let us once again
today reiterate our resolve to take Pakistan
to the heights of glory as envisioned by
our forefathers. I pray to Allah Almighty
to grant us the strength to serve our great
country with sincerity and lead Pakistan on
the path to even greater progress and prosperity.
Pakistan Zindabad
Long live Pakistan-Qatar
friendship.
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BILATERAL RELATIONS

His Highness the Amir of State of Qatar Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad Al Thani with COAS General Qamar Javed Bajwa.

His Highness the Amir of State of Qatar Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad Al Thani met Prime Minister of Islamic
Republic of Pakistan HE Imran Khan on the sidelines of the luncheon hosted by the Chinese president Xi Jinping
in the Great Hall of the people in honour of the guests and heads of delegations participating in the 24th Winter Olympics held at the Chinese capital Beijing

Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Foreign Affairs HE Sheikh Mohammed bin Abdulrahman Al Thani calls on Prime
Minister of Pakistan Imran Khan on September 9, 2021.

Qatar’s Ambassador to Pakistan HE Sheikh Saoud bin Abdulrahman Al Thani called on the Prime Minister of Pakistan.

Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of State for Defence Affairs HE Dr Khalid bin Mohammad Al Attiyah with
Pakistan’s Chief of Army Staff (COAS) General Qamar Javed Bajwa.

Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Foreign Affairs HE Sheikh Mohammed bin Abdulrahman Al Thani with
Pakistan’s Foreign Minister Shah Mahmood Qureshi.

Wednesday, March 23, 2022
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BILATERAL RELATIONS

The 17 the Extraordinary Session of OIC Council of Foreign Ministers was held in Islamabad for raising awareness regarding humanitarian crisis in Afghanistan and concerted global action required by international community.

Pakistan’s Foreign Minister Shah Mahmood Qureshi speaking at the first Ministerial Meeting of Neighbours of Afghanistan.

Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Foreign Affairs HE Sheikh Mohammed bin Abdulrahman Al Thani with Pakistan’s
Foreign Minister Shah Mahmood Qureshi during a visit to Pakistan. They spoke on Afghanistan and practical measures
required by the international community.

Special envoy of Qatar’s Minister of Foreign Affairs for Counterterrorism and Mediation in Conflict Resolution HE Dr
Mutlaq bin Majed Al Qahtani with Chief of Army Staff General Qamar Javed Bajwa.

Pakistan’s Foreign Minister Shah Mahmood Qureshi speaking on the Afghan issue.

Commander of Qatar Amiri Land Forces HE Major General Saeed Hassen Mohammad Al Khayareen with Pakistan’s
Army Chief General Qamar Javed Bajwa.

Pakistan’s Foreign Minister Shah Mahmood Qureshi welcomed the foreign ministers of China, Iran, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan
and Uzbekistan to the first ministerial meeting of Afghanistan’s neighbours.
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The all-new SAIC MAXUS C300:

The ultimate solution for cargo services
Available at Auto Class Cars, the authorised distributor
of SAIC Maxus in Qatar, on Salwa Road

T

HE all-new Maxus C300 is a light truck by
SAIC MAXUS, an international brand of
SAIC Motor, is the ideal truck that meets
your business requirements with features
that combine flexibility, performance and
durability.
The light truck is available at Auto Class
Cars, the authorized distributor of SAIC Maxus
in Qatar, at its showroom on Salwa road.
Equipped with modern features for functionality and safety, the Maxus C300 resembles
the innovation that combines the power of the
everyday truck with the versatility of pickup
trucks.
Based on international standards, the truck
adopts a flexible architecture design that suits a
light commercial vehicle.
With its spacious 3-Seater Cabin, long
wheelbase and cargo size, the Maxus offers the
utmost comfort of the driver and passengers
alike, while making cargo services easier with
its payload of 4.1 tons. Its double-rolled rear
tyres help the truck move smoothly and steadily. Other key features include flexible control
steering wheel, power window, central lock, and

remote key. Fog lights are also standard to secure better visibility regardless of the weather
conditions.
Performance
The Maxus C300 is powered by a 2.8-liter
turbo Diesel engine that deliver 123 HP and
a maximum torque of a 330 Nm, with Double
Emission Standard Euro IV and a Manual fivespeed transmission.
Top Safety Full Body Structure
With 100% automatic robot welding assembly line in process, 30% high-strength steel
and advanced welding technology, the car body
strength is higher, providing comprehensive
protection for the passengers. Other safety features include Exhaust Assistant Brake and Antilock brake system (ABS).
SAIC MAXUS Automotive Co. Ltd is a wholly owned subsidiary of SAIC Motor corporation
LIMITED. Established on 21st March 2011, the
products matrix of SAIC MAXUS includes MPV,
SUV, RV, wide-boiled light passenger vehicles,
pick up and other passenger and commercial
vehicles.
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POF: ’From Humble Beginning
to a Formidable Force’

L

OCATED 45 km from Islamabad and with main
manufacturing facilities at
Wah Cantonment, Pakistan Ordnance Factories (POF) is a sprawling complex of fourteen
defence production units and twelve subsidiaries producing 112 Major Defence Products, Commercial Explosives and Industrial Chemicals. The main
products include automatic rifles, machine guns,
Snipers, sub-machine guns, anti-aircraft guns, complete range of mortar and artillery ammunitions,
aircraft and anti-aircraft ammunitions, tank and
anti-tank ammunitions, bombs, grenades, Rockets,
Military Explosives, pyrotechnics, commercial explosives, detonators and commercial products and
so forth for the armed forces and civilian needs.
Research and development projects have been
undertaken to minimize dependence on foreign suppliers. Efforts have been made towards self-reliance
through innovation and indigenization, for achieving the following:1. To meet the needs of the Armed Forces of Pakistan.
2. Optimal utilization of surplus capacity of POF.
3. Participative collaboration with the private
sector.
4. Enhancing exports.
POF uses technology and equipment that has
been acquired from the United States of America,
the United Kingdom, France, Germany and China.
The factories in POF employ some of the latest state
of the art processes, including computerized numerical controlled machines and flexible Manufacturing
systems for the production of precision components.
POF has gradually made a visible standing in the
international defence brands and the company is
targeting a wide sphere of globe for exports.
In line with the national development vision of
Pakistan, POF has evolved a futuristic strategic vision to achieve our goals and objectives which are
primarily based on four pillars which are technology acquisition, outsourcing and system integration,
R&D and human resource development.
POF Products-Quality:
Quality and cost effectiveness are the two important elements of our international marketing strategy. We are trying to increase our market
share by improving the quality of products and
processes. The availability of genuine raw materials, skilled manpower, compliance with western and
Asian standards and decades of experience are great
strengths available to POF. Defence production is
a tricky business where quality of ammunition requires special materials, sophisticated machinery,
highly skilled manpower, and fully developed test

laboratories and proofing facilities. In POF a threefold quality control mechanism is in place which
includes the qualification at the factory level, then
by the quality assurance department, and finally by
the independent inspectors appointed by the buyers.
We have been able to secure good orders on the basis of quality as our competitive edge. Fortunately,
enough, countries which have an eye on quality are
ready to buy our products.
ISO Certifications that we achieved in various
disciplines speak volumes about quality benchmarks
we uphold. POF has been acknowledged for its quality and industrial/environmental safety practices
through four ISO Certifications. ISO 9001-2000
Standards about International quality standards for
design, development & manufacture of small arms
and ammunitions, ISO 14001 regarding International Certificate for maintaining ideal environmental
standards, ISO 17025 concerning Material testing
Labs, Ballistic Labs and Standards Labs and OHSAS
18001 pertaining to occupational health & safety
management systems are all colorful feathers in the
POF’s cap. Having the accreditation in all the above
four standards is a unique distinction for the POF.
Export:
It was the visionary leadership of Pakistan that
the mandate to export was given to POF since the
time of its inception. For decades POF has utilized
their surplus capacity which is available in terms of
labour and by-products for exports and local sales.
With time and advancement in the defence sector
exports have become our top priority. As a matter
of fact, defence sector is highly competitive and evolutionary in nature. Our export strategy mainly includes price competitiveness, short delivery schedules, and diversification into the new product lines.
Our export strategy is backed by strong proactive
marketing endeavours. The business depends upon
high quality products, involving competitive cost
and timely supplies to the customers.

Sohni Dharti: A prominent
social platform of Pakistanis
S

OHNI Dharti is a prominent social platform of
Pakistanis residing in Al Khor.
The forum organises events with zeal and
zest in multiplicity for the community members
ranging from different kind of sporting events for
kids and adults to a variety of kids programmes related to National Day as well as religious events.
Sohni Dharti also organises events like ‘Mango
and Spring Festival’, which is open to all communities. The festival aims at improving the soft image
of Pakistan.
Over the past two decades, many individuals
have voluntarily contributed and added their values in different capacities to make Sohni Dharti a
full-grown shady tree from a seedling.
One would love to wage compliment and express his gratitude
to all individuals associated
to this prestigious platform
in any form and capacity.
Current
management of Sohni Dharti,
which was sworn
in April 2021, has
been continuously
planning and successfully conducting the events by
keeping its tradition alive and
furthermore providing the kids a
platform for their
growth and learning.
Since the world is
facing unprecedented
challenges in the form of
COVID-19, there could not
be large-scale social gatherings to exchange greetings physically. By keeping in mind, the safety of
community members, Sohni Dharti management
avoided large congregations and arranged most
of the events online. Children and families joined
in and celebrated the momentous occasions from
their homes while being safe.
Sohni Dharti organises many religious programmes like Shan-e-Ramadan and Seerat-un-Nabi (PBUH). The programmes offer a host of competitions ranging from recitation of Holy Quran to
Naats, speeches and quiz contests.
The programmes intended to help children
know more about the life of Holy Prophet Muhammad (PBUH), basic understanding of Holy Quran
and consciousness on the multiple acts of kindness
and generosity, especially during the Holy Month
of Ramadan.
Sohni Dharti held a ‘Virtual Eid Celebration
Party’ on this auspicious eve to keep Eid tradi-

tions alive and preserve the spirits of cheerfulness
among the children even during the wide-spread
epidemic.
There were a series of kids’ events likes riddles,
jokes, puzzles, live comedy, magic show, music and
a short play titled Ghubaray Wala.
The event was open to all Pakistanis around the
world. Families linked and virtually celebrated the
happiness of Eid with their loved ones from Qatar,
Pakistan, the UAE, Kuwait and KSA.
Sohni Dharti ExCom organised many cultural
shows on special occasions such as Pakistan I-Day,
Pakistan Defense Day and Pakistan Day to showcase the love and the passion to the beloved country.
The programmes engaged children
of various age groups. The event
offered variety of activities and
segments like patriotic songs,
poem recitations, speeches
contests, quiz competitions and drawing and
arts challenges.
Health and physical fitness of its community
members
always has been the
first and foremost
priority of Sohni
Dharti management
which is working
tirelessly under the
ExCom leadership.
To fulfill this commitment, SD Sports
Secretary Saleem Gurmani kicked off sports activities and organised cricket and
volleyball tournaments.
A large number of players participated in the games which not only
brought good effect to fitness but maintained good
relations among the community members as well.
Many exciting prizes, same-coloured uniforms,
media coverage, refreshments and other facilities
attracted more and more individuals to the games.
A graceful “Goodbye Party” was arranged by
QG Pakistani community to acknowledge valuable
efforts and contributions of Shabbir Siddiquil,
Coach–SD Future Leaders Programme, towards
community’s young leaders and his untiring efforts
of keeping the Sohni Dharti a vibrant forum. He
was presented with Sohni Dharti souvenir and personal memorable gifts by members of the Pakistan
community.
Addressing on the occasion, Chairman Shahid
Bhatti on behalf of SD Excom thanked Siddiqui for
his efforts, time and commitment.

PAKISTAN
RESOULTION DAY
March 23, 1940

“There is no power on
earth that can undo

Pakistan.”
Sohni Dharti Forum
Al-Khor Community

“There is no power on earth
that can undo Pakistan.”
Muhammad Ali Jinnah
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Qatar-based poets and writers offer
Pakistan Day greetings to their compatriots
continent was presented. Today, Pakistanis
are celebrating March 23 as a Pakistan day,
and it is commemorated all over the world
wherever Pakistanis are living. They celebrate this historical day with great zest and
enthusiasm, they greet each other as a tribute to the determination and dedication of
Muhammad Ali Jinnah and the millions of
Muslims who struggled to create the country. Pakistan Day is not just about the successful creation of the first Islamic Republic
in the world or altering the entire map of
this planet but it is about the hardships and
sacrifices of Quaid-e-Azam, Muslim leaders
and our forefathers. Celebrating this day is
essential and important for every Pakistani,
all over the world.

Quaid’s dream was to establish a democratic
state based on the pillars of Islam. No doubt,
Pakistan has emerged as a progressive and
economical state. We have shown to the
world our importance in terms of geographical, economical, technological and in every
field. We need to pay more attention on technology and IT fields as the world is going so
faster into these areas and we need to compete them. The basic message on this day
should be to remain as a united nation. We

Anwar Ali Rana
I congratulate my compatriots on this
auspicious day which is considered as a milestone in our history. The Lahore Resolution
united the Muslims of the subcontinent for a
great cause. Today, we are celebrating March
23 as Pakistan Day. On this auspicious day,
we have to look at the past and think about
the future; we have to look at the successes as
well as the shortcomings. Pakistan came into
being through a democratic struggle. The secret of Pakistan’s security, development and
prosperity is hidden in democracy. We cannot be dignified without constitutional and
legal supremacy. Today, we must renew our
commitment to make Pakistan a great nation, following in the footsteps of our elders.
There are some unforgettable days in the
history of any nation. March 23 is very important day on which Quaid-e-Azam gave a
platform to the movement of Pakistan. May
Almighty Allah guide Pakistan on the path of
progress and prosperity.
Asif Shafi
This day reminds us the promise which
our forefathers had made during constituting a separate independent country where
we can live our lives according to our aspirations and as per teachings of Islam. We
should look at ourselves on this day as to
how much we have achieved our goals. The

giving us a homeland where we can lead our
lives freely and as per our wishes and faith.
We should work unitedly for the progress
and prosperity of our motherland. We need
to transform words of our revered forefathers into action to achieve the highest goals
of peace, tranquility, tolerance and development in Pakistan.
should think for the country and the nation
and condemn the provincialism and racism.
Our youth has much potential and they can
lead the country to highest level of prosperity and development.
Mushfiq Raza Naqvi
I would like to convey my best wishes and
warmest congratulations to my compatriots
on this happy occasion when a landmark
resolution was passed by All-India Muslim
League under the dynamic leadership of
Muhammad Ali Jinnah and in the presence
of founding fathers that proposed the creation of an independent sovereign state for
Muslims of the subcontinent. The resolution
paved the way for the creation of Pakistan on
August 14, 1947. To mark the resolution, the
Minar-e-Pakistan was constructed during
the 1960s on the site in Iqbal Park where the
Muslim League passed the Lahore Resolution. We are indebted to Quaid-e-Azam for

sters to work together for its prosperity and
well-being. They should strive to eradicate
poverty, illiteracy and other social menaces
on a collective front. Pakistan is a peaceloving country with ample dexterous people
who are making Pakistan proud. Our young
blood is our strength. May our country be
bestowed with the blessings of peace and
harmony.
Ijaz Haider
The Pakistan Day is a great occasion for
Pakistanis around the world. The historic
Pakistan resolution was passed on this glori-

Sanwal Abbasi
Heartiest congratulations on this auspicious occasion. Pakistan Day is celebrated
to honour the moment when the Pakistan
Resolution was adopted in 1940, a resolution that is considered as one of the most
powerful political movements in the world

Tahir Jamil
Pakistan Day, celebrated on March 23, is
one of the most instrumental and significant
historical moments in the history of Pakistan. It was the day when the idea of creating
a separate nation for the Muslims of the sub-

of politics. March 23 epitomises the hard
work and struggle of our great leader Quaide-Azam and the vision of great poet Allama
Muhammad Iqbal. Our youth should idolize Iqbal and Quaid and should collectively
struggle against the evil vices, boldly and
confidently. Pakistan is our motherland and
it is the prime responsibility of our young-

ous day. While congratulating my countrymen on this occasion, I would like to urge
our young generation to love their motherland and be proud of their identity. Let us
work together for a united Pakistan, as divisions will weaken the edifice of this country
that stands tall on Islamic ideals and beliefs.
I would like to share translation of my Urdu
poem written on this auspicious occasion:
The homeland gave us an ultimate grace
It gave us belief, a confidence embrace
It gave us pride and brightened our face
Blessing of yours, O’ Allah Almighty
To live, you gave us a beautiful place
Let’s peek into our conscience and think
for a while
Whatsoever in our life, have we obtained
How much did we give of it to the motherland?

Wednesday, March 23, 2022
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Green Global Trading Group:
Striving to become a leading market player

M

UHAMMAD Tahir Afzal is a wellknown Pakistani entrepreneur working in Qatar for over decades. He belongs to a business family residing in
the heart of rich fertile lands in the
province of Punjab, Pakistan. He came to Qatar
in 2001 with the aim to continue his legacy of
food stuff business. With the remarkable sales
and marketing experience of food items, he
joined thriving food supply sector in Qatar as
Director of one supply chain company in 2002.
After completion of various projects successfully, he established his own company Afdalia
Tamween Import and Export in 2008. Retaining the key knowledge of the food products particularly rice, Afzal continued the tradition of
collaborating in big projects and participated in
various tenders and supplied more than 72,000
MT of rice to Government of Qatar.
He also worked as food supply consultant
with different food supply groups from 2016 to
2018. In 2019, he decided to diversify his portfolio by entering into the thriving construction
sector and joined Green Installations Company
and Under Control Security as Owner/ Director. Both companies have completed some of
the prominent projects in Qatar. In the year

2022, with the aim of becoming a progressive
player in Qatari market, Afzal laid the foundation of Green Global Trading Group. The vision
for the group is to become a leading market
player to deploy sustainable technological solutions to anticipate consumer demand, build
positions in growth markets, secure access to
needed resources and strengthen their supply
chains.

Muhammad Tahir Afzal
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AHE: Playing a vibrant role in construction industry

A

DEEL Heavy Equipment Trading &
Contracting was established in 2014
with the vision to provide quality services to the construction industry. AHE
has set its goal to become the leading construction company in Qatar and become the
Clients’ or Customers’ most preferred choice
by attaining excellence in quality and timely
completed valued added projects. AHE has
further extended its vision to provide Super
Structure and Civil Infrastructure Services
to the Oil and Gas Industry. AHE has a setup of following divisions which provides the
different services as follows:
Infrastructure
It consists of Roads, Wet & Dry Utilities
and Earthworks.
Civil
It carries out Building and RCC projects
in Qatar. This division is engaged in the
Construction of Commercial, Residential
and Industrial Buildings.
Transport
It provides heavy equipment for rental
in the construction industry.
Heavy Duty Equipment Service
Center
It provides the services of Diesel Pumps,
Injectors, Turbocharges, Hydraulic Pumps,
Hydraulic Cylinders, Commissioning and
Repairing of Heavy Equipment. AHE is
a diesel partner of BOSCH in Qatar. Our

Chairman Sheikh Talal Rashid S Al-Hajri

CEO Mehtab Hussain Satti
center is fully equipped with BOSCH test
benches. AHE has a BOSCH diagnostic
device to check all types of trucks and construction equipment at the site and at our
service center.
Light-Duty Vehicle Service Center
It provides overhauling of Engines,
Gearboxes, Repairing and Maintenance of
light-duty vehicles.
Trading Division
It deals in the trading of heavy equipment Spare Parts, Oils and Lubricants.
AHE is celebrating Pakistan’s Day of
23rd March with the motto of “March to
Modern Progress of Qatar”.

أﻳﺔ أﺗﺶ أي ﻟﻠﺘﺠﺎرة واﳌﻘﺎوﻻت

A.H.E TRADING & CONTRACTING

Heartiest congratulations and best
wishes to the government and the
people of Pakistan on the occassion of
Pakistan Resolution Day

th

Address - Wakra Boulevard, Street No. 720, Building No. 48, Mezzanine Floor, Ofﬁce No. M1
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A Dawn, A Vision,
A New Rise of Technology

H

ITEK Computer Center was established in 1999
and since then has been engaged in supplying
various technical products in Qatar Market.
Hitek Computer Center is providing Computer Services, Office Furniture, Telecommunication
Equipment, Mechanical, Electronics & Electrical Appliances in Qatar. We’re also providing Smart Solutions for business management systems as well as
building management systems.
Our vision & mission is to become a customer-centric company in Qatar by providing smart innovative
solutions and all management systems.
And to Develop and maintain long term customer
relation providing all technical services 24/7. Simplify life by bring up people closer through technology.
Maintain the highest standards of principle in all our
dealings.
Our Business Verticalse are as below
Computer Technologies System
Online Management Solutions
Telecommunication Equipment
Electronics Equipment Gadget
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Electrical Switchgear Components
Tools & Appliances
Mechanical Equipment & Appliances
Office Stationary & Furniture
Hitek Computer Center deals in all telecommunication devices.
Telephone Cord & Wireless Handset IP Telephony
System Hybrid Exchange and Extension System Programmable Telephone Handsets with Touch Screen
Optical Fiber Cables & Supporting Equipment
Hitek Computer Center is supplying Home Automation System and Smart Devices. Our experts are
capable of providing smart solution for Electronic Appliances, Doors, Garages, Blinds, Watering Systems,
Lights, Thermostat, Energy Savers, We are now providing Logitech Automation System, Amazon Echo,
Hubitat Automation System, Sensi Thermostat Automation System, Philips Automation System, Bond Fan
Automation Sysem, Sense Energy Automation System, Samsung Home Automation Kit, Ring DoorBell
Automation System,

QSindhis continues to work
for the welfare of Pakistanis
Q

SINDHIS Social Forum (QSSF) is playing a
constructive role in the development of Pakistan and for the welfare of all Pakistani communities living in Qatar.
Established in December 2014, QSindhis Social Forum (QSSF) is a social and community welfare organisation.
Over the last seven years, QSindhis has grown leaps
and bounds to be one of the renowned Pakistani organisations in Qatar. QSindhis team has been actively
participating in all major national level events in Qatar
whether these are related to culture, sports, health or
community welfare.
QSindhis recently arranged two blood donation
drives in collaboration with Hamad Medical Corporation, where more than 100 volunteers participated in the
noble cause of saving lives.
QSindhis, in collaboration with Pakistan Embassy
in Qatar, actively volunteered their services to distribute dry ration among stranded Pakistanis in Qatar
during the peak of COVID-19 pandemic and received
acknowledgement from Pakistan’s Ministry of Foreign
Affairs. During COVID-19 pandemic, QSindhis supported the people who lost their jobs to pay their room
rent.
They also distributed cash among nearly 400 needy
families in Pakistan. QSindhis stood shoulder to shoulder with the frontline healthcare professionals and provided PPE’s to many hospitals in Pakistan to protect the
doctors.
Pakistan is a country with different communities
and cultures in its provinces.
QSindhis is credited with commencing to celebrate

Sindhi Cultural Day in Qatar and all other communities
joined hands with QSindhis to celebrate different cultures of Pakistani communities residing in Qatar.
Qatar always promotes sporting activities and QSindhis organise cricket day every year. Recently, QSindhis
organised Founder Cup at Dukhun Cricket Stadium on
March 11.
For QSindhis, contribution in the development
of Qatar and Pakistan is the primary goal and of paramount importance. QSindhis team will continue to work
with the Qatari departments and Pakistan Embassy to
perform its activities to achieve this goal.
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ENHANCING RELATIONS

HE Syed Ahsan Raza Shah, Ambassador of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan, met with HE Staff Major General Saad bin
Jassim Al Khulaifi, Director General of Public Security Department at Qatar’s Ministry of Interior.

The Ambassador of Pakistan delivered a message from Minister for Foreign Affairs of Pakistan for HE Deputy
Prime Minister and Minister of Foreign Affairs of Qatar.

HE Syed Ahsan Raza Shah, Ambassador of Pakistan, along HE Dr Khalid bin Ibrahim Al Sulaiti, General Manager of Katara Cultural Village Foundation, Ambassador of Kuwait HE Hafeez Muhammad Al
Ajmi, and Ambassador of the Sultanate of Oman to Qatar HE Najeeb bin Yahya Al Balushi.

HE Ambassador Syed Ahsan Raza Shah represented Pakistan at the inauguration ceremony of Qatar-MENASA Year of Culture
2022. Embassy of Pakistan is planning several events in collaboration with the organizers leading up to the FIFA World Cup.

Pakistan’s Ambassador HE Ahsan Raza Shah met with Education Above All Foundation CEO Fahad Al Sulaiti and Silatech CEO Hasan AlMulla. Bilateral cooperation in education projects in Pakistan and vocational training for Pakistani residents in Qatar were agreed upon.

Ambassador Syed Ahsan Raza Shah called on HE Sheikh Mansoor bin
Khalifa Al Thani, visionary businessman, Global Investor & Founding
Chairman of MBK Holding. Matters pertaining to Qatar-Pakistan economic
cooperation, especially in innovation and technology, were discussed.

Ambassador HE Syed Ahsan Raza Shah welcomed Qatar Development Bank Executive Director Hamad Salem Mejegheer & Senior
Manager Ali Sultan Al Kuwari at Embassy of Pakistan.

Ambassador HE Syed Ahsan Raza Shah welcomed EU Special Envoy on Afghanistan HE Tomas Niklasson at Embassy
of Pakistan. Matters pertaining to developments in Afghanistan and avenues of bilateral cooperation were discussed.

Ambassador HE Syed Ahsan Raza Shah welcomed the 7-member high level TPC delegation headed by HE Sher Muhammad
Abbas Stanakzai at Embassy of Pakistan, Doha. Matters related to latest developments and bilateral interests were discussed. It was agreed to continue regular mutual contacts.

Ambassador HE Syed Ahsan Raza Shah along with Pakistan Embassy officers called on Ambassador HE Mehmet
Mustafa Göksu and Turkish Embassy officers. Matters of bilateral interest and regional issues were discussed.

HE Daniel Sloper, Australia’s Special Representative for Afghanistan, on two occasions, called on Ambassador HE Syed Ahsan Raza Shah at Embassy of Pakistan, Doha. Latest developments in Afghanistan were discussed.
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Ambassador HE Ahsan Raza Shah welcomed HE Oscar L Gonzalez Oscar, Ambassador of Republic of Cuba, at Embassy of Pakistan. Matters of bilateral interest were
discussed.

Ambassador HE Syed Ahsan Raza Shah welcomed Ambassador HE Amsherbini
of Egypt at Embassy of Pakistan. Bilateral relations between the two brotherly
countries were discussed during the meeting.

Qatar-based Pakistani artist Ms Nazish Rizwan presented a beautiful painting of the Ajrak & two calligraphy paintings to Ambassador HE Syed Ahsan Raza Shah at the Embassy of Pakistan.

Ambassador HE Syed Ahsan Raza Shah called on Head of Al-Jazeera
English online Soraya Salam. They discussed matters of bilateral interest.
Ambassador appreciated high journalistic standards of Al-Jazeera English.

Qatar-based Pakistani artist Ms Erum Khalid presented a beautiful calligraffiti painting to Ambassador HE Syed Ahsan Raza Shah. Ambassador appreciated Erum’s artistic accomplishments and creative endeavours. Painting shall grace walls of the embassy.

Ambassador HE Zhou Jian of the Peoples Republic of China called on Ambassador HE Syed Ahsan Raza Shah. The
two ambassadors discussed recent regional developments and other issues of mutual concern and agreed to continue to maintain close coordination.

Ambassador HE Syed Ahsan Raza Shah visited Al-Jazeera English/Arabic and held meetings with Senior Management. He
appreciated Al-Jazeera’s emergence as a leading news source across the world and its coverage of events and regions otherwise ignored by the international media.

Ambassador HE Syed Ahsan Raza Shah attended the graduation ceremony at “Al Zaeem Mohammed bin Abdallah
Al Attiyah Air Force Academy”.

Defence Day, 2021, was celebrated at Embassy of Pakistan with traditional zeal and zest. Pakistan Armed Forces personnel
serving on deputation in Qatar participated in the event. Ambassador HE Syed Ahsan Raza Shah was Chief Guest for occasion.
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Pakistan Engineers Forum Qatar holds
inaugural session for the year 2022 -2024

Participants of the inaugural session of the new cabinet of Pakistan Engineers Forum Qatar.

T

HE inaugural session for the new cabinet of Pakistan Engineers Forum Qatar for 2022 -2024 was
held recently.
Established in 1997, PEF is one of the oldest
and most prestigious forums of Pakistani professionals residing in Qatar.
The session, inaugurated with the recitation of
some verses from the Holy Quran by Asfandiar Ansari,
was attended by prominent Pakistani professionals residing in Qatar.
Speaking on the occasion, the founding member,
two-time past President PEF, and master of the ceremony, Badar Khan gave a rich account of PEF history which spans over a quarter of a century since its
inception.
“PEF is the mother of all Pakistani voluntary,
social and professional organisations in Qatar,” said
Khan while citing examples of Sohni Dharti, Professional Toastmaster Club and Pakistan Professional
Forum that were launched with the support of PEF.
He noted that PEF has incredible repertoire of
memorable programmes held during the last 25 years.
PEF events were graced by high-profile personalities
like Dr Qadeer Khan, Dr Atta-ur-Rehman and Prime
Minister Imran Khan.
He also named some top Qatari executives such as
Faisal Al Suwaidi, Ex CEO Qatargas, Nasser bin ali Al
Mawlawi, Ex President Ashghal, Abdulaziz Mohammed Al Mannai, EVP - Human Capital QatarEnergy
and Abdulrahman Essa Al Mannai, CEO Milaha who
attended the PEF events as guest of honour. He noted that prestigious organisations like Qatargas, RasGas and Ashghal sponsored and supported PEF programmes in the past.
Khan also mentioned names of former ambassadors of Pakistan to Qatar HE Mohammad Asghar Afridi, HE Arif Kamal and HE M Sarfraz Khanzada for

their extraordinary support to PEF.
Profiles of all the new nominated team members
were displayed on the screen and they were given
an opportunity to introduce themselves to the audience.
PEF President Riyaz Ahmed Bakali elaborated on
the future vision, mission, and direction statement
for the forum and noted that Pakistani engineers are
counted among the best professionals in Qatar and
have made a positive contribution to the growth of the
host country.
He nominated key members to PEF Advisory
which comprised of senior and experienced community professionals. He emphasised on the need to set
new standards and heights of performance for PEF by
indulging in research and development, publishing research papers, assisting in providing engineering solutions to Qatari organisations, networking by reaching
out to all other professional Qatari and expatriate forums in Qatar, enhancing leadership skills of professionals working in Qatar, exchanging ideas and solutions to and from Pakistan and providing placements
for engineers from Pakistan.
Three teams, comprising seasoned professionals
were formed to shape the future of PEF and to define
the vision, mission, values and objectives, that will
form the basis for PEF’s new constitution and to define communication strategy. These teams will present
the outcome to the general body for the endorsement
proposed to be held on March 23, 2022.
Outgoing PEF President Javed Iqbal emphasised
on defining and expanding boundaries of membership
and finding ways to include other professionals into
PEF.
The meeting concluded with an open feedback session where participants gave their valuable suggestions to achieve greater heights.
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Qatar’s construction sector to boom through 2027

HE lift that the World
Cup 2022 has given to
the construction market
during the last decade
would not be over even
after the champions bring
home their trophies. The
Construction sector that has
expanded in the last decade
fueled by long-term planning for Qatar’s transformation, will continue to impact
the large-scale works industry. The Qatari construction
market was valued at USD
55 billion in 2021, and it is
expected to reach upto USD
76 billion by 2027, registering an average growth rate of
more than 10% over the period of 2022-2027
Qatar’s economy continues to grow for the foreseeable
future in line with Qatar’s National Vision 2030, the Second National Development
Strategy as well as restoration
of relations between the GCC
countries. Qatar’s ambition to
host the Asian games in 2030
would also bring an impressive array of infrastructure
and industrial projects. Besides infrastructure development, the post-World Cup
2022 focus would also revolve
around tourism which is evident from the growing offerings in entertainment and
hospitality sectors.
The National Vision Plan
2030 will be aiming at modernizing cities and fostering their sustainable growth
which will be a real driver
of both the economy and of
development over the next
few years. Projections for
construction sector during
the next few years is equally
promising as the government
has strategized to spend a
substantial amount in various sectors particularly in
oil & gas sector coupled with

rapid expansion of Education, Health and Real Estate.
These infrastructure-related
projects will be awarded from
2022 onwards.
The construction market includes a wide range of
activities that covers ongoing, upcoming and growing
construction projects in different sectors, which include
but not limited to geotechnical (underground structures)
and superstructures in residential, commercial, and industrial structures as well as
infrastructure construction
(like roads, railways, and airports) and power generation
and transmission related infrastructure.

Ongoing and New Projects
Qatar has invested heavily in developing infrastructure and construction projects with nearly more than
USD 220 billion in road networks, stadiums, education
and health facilities, and numerous other major projects
including hotels, leisure and
recreation which are either in
the planning or construction
phase. The next few years
is expected to witness huge
spending on infrastructure
such as new and maintenance
of old roadways and highways besides upcoming phase
of Metro System that would
involve additional line (Blue)

and expansion of 72 additional stations of existing lines
connecting the capital and
suburbs of Doha which is expected to complete by 2026.
Mostly the projects are
being funded by the government whereas Qatar has recently turned its focus toward
the private sector as a potential partner in developing
building and infrastructure
projects as a Public Private
Partnership.
Role of KG Group in
Qatar’s Building & Infrastructure Development
Al-Khayarin Group Trading & Contracting, generally
known as KG Group, is fully
capable to offer its services

in variety of construction related areas. KG Group first
opened its doors for business
way back in 2001, quickly
establishing a reputation for
quality workmanship and
fast, friendly customer service. KG Group, being one of
the leading A-Grade and possesses an Integrated Management System has successfully
delivered a jaw-dropping
plethora of projects such
as government complexes,
military facilities, high-rise
office towers, large commercial and industrial buildings.
With construction as its core
activity, KG Group’s personnel comprises of more than
350 qualified professionals

and over 2,500 skilled workers that blended together to
achieve company’s goals. KG
Group has transformed into
a Group of Companies since
2008 offering multifaceted
activities by establishing exclusive entities as well which
is largely contributing to the
construction sector.
Participation
KG Group has achieved
success and repute and become a renowned entity in
Qatar through diversification
of their its activities in electrical trading, manufacturing of plastic products and
switchgear equipment besides services of interior décor & fit-out works, MEP and

infrastructural development
and travels & tour business.
It is distinguished by a variety
of attributes, such as amazing teamwork, highly professional and experienced team,
conducive-to-excellence
work culture, and customerfocused approach, adhering
to latest European and international Construction Standards to name but a few.
We regularly develop our
capabilities by investing in
the latest technologies and
management systems and
based on that KG is fully
poised to participate and extract its share from the upcoming infrastructural projects.

Congratulations to
Pakistani community on

23rd
March
PAKISTAN DAY

AL KHAYARIN GROUP OF COMPANIES
Tel: 44653050, 44881579 Fax: 44654881, E-Mail : info@alkhayaringroup.com Web: www. alkhayaringroup.com
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Context responsive leadership
at The Next Generation School

N the face of COVID-19, the mode of education worldwide has shifted course dramatically. The rapid adoption of technology in education has been vital for the
survival of education processes during the pandemic,
requiring educationists to formalize and adapt the EdTech approach as an essential tool to provide an effective
learning platform. This process has also been underway at
TNG. Along with adopting EdTech, we have also encouraged CONTEXT RESPONSIVE LEADERSHIP. An approach which during the pandemic required the team to
critically evaluate current practices, balance interventions
and time constraints with academic standards and assessments, conduct data analysis to measure impact, reconfigure teacher training and consider both - human needs and
organizational outcomes.
TNG’s EdTech mission is to enrich academia with
technology interventions and ever-evolving blended learning methodologies to attain academic success, strengthen
student knowledge, and nurture creativity to excel as a digitally transformed and innovative academic organization.
The goal is to impart quality education in any situation which may arise, with a strong focus on EdTech interventions. TNG’s guidelines are solidly focused on digital
citizenship, holistic learning and the automation of educational processes.
Every decision that changes the usual course of things
within an organization needs to be based on careful data
analysis. Measuring and constantly controlling major indicators collected allows significantly improved efficiency.
To make well-informed and data-driven decisions, TNG
has begun employing well-known and sophisticated business intelligence tools at all levels of the organization,
which is playing a huge role in evaluating current practices
and identifying the specific interventions required to enhance and improve a student’s academic performance and
overall efficiency of our organization.
However, in this move to evaluate practice through an
analysis of trends, the school and its leadership team have
been aware that in the move to virtual learning, and with
the introduction of EdTech tools - teaching methods that
work well in a classroom may not work in a virtual learn-

ing environment. Therefore, closely reviewing Cambridge

expectations to align with hybrid learning; evaluating data
for effective direction setting and student performance
analysis; and evaluating internal and external assessments
to build learner capacity, has been a priority.
As a way forward, TNG will continue to invest in technology infrastructure to adopt innovative education practices, develop teacher capacity to create distributed leadership structures for optimal institutional response and
create learning environments which help accelerate the
skills and competencies of our students.

GREEN QATAR ENTERPRISE W.L.L.
Tel: 40010564
Email: info@greenqatar.com

Green Qatar specializes in design, construction
and maintenance of landscapes, sports ﬁelds and
obstacle courses. Operating in Qatar since 2008
we have a proven record of excellence & successful
completion of over 200 projects. Green Qatar is
known to be the most professional company in the
business of landscaping and irrigation systems.

Heartiest congratulations on
Pakistan Day

New Shan-e-Lahore Restaurant
House of authentic Lahori cuisine

Mohammad Hassan Al Mehza accompanied by Mohammad Iqbal cut a ribbon to mark the opening of the second
branch of Shan-e-Lahore Restaurant.

A

FTER the successful operation at Mughalina for three
years, the second branch of
the New Shan-e-Lahore Restaurant was inaugurated in the
same area recently.
“In 2018, we decided to open
up a restaurant which would bring
authentic taste of Lahore to the
people of Qatar. As the customerbased increased with the passage of
time, we took a step of opening up a
new branch with an exclusive family sitting in the same area. I would
like to extend my gratitude to all
our customers for their continuous
support, guidance and feedback. The
restaurant will cater to the culinary
needs of residents of Mughalina and
adjacent areas at highly competitive
rates. The ambiance of the restaurant
has been designed keeping in mind the
rich heritage and culture of Lahore.
While we offer dishes to suit
every palate, our specialty is
karahi, biryani, BBQ and a
wide-variety of naans., said
restaurant owner Mohammad Iqbal.
Restaurant’s
chef
is Zaheer Ahmed who
hails from Said Nagar
in Gujranwala. He has
worked with Yasir
Restaurant Owner
Broast Lahore for 18
Mohammad Iqbal
years, Monal Res-

taurant, Daman-e-Koh for two years, Angeethi Restaurant, Islamabad for two years and Shahbaz Tikka,
Gujranwala for quite sometime. He has also worked at
Dubai Hayat Palace and Pearl City Suite in the UAE.
“Ever since we opened our new branch, prominent
Pakistanis continue to visit us to express their support. It’s an honour and privilege to have received a successful Pakistani businessman
who not only tasted our menu but also gave
a number of useful tips to further improve
our standards as we are endeavouring
to offer foodies an exciting range of flavours,” added Iqbal.
The restaurant is available on major food delivery platforms like Talabat,
Snoonu, Rafeeq and Wish Box.
Please contact GSM 77485017 and
GSM 55086777 for any further information.
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Mitsubishi L200:
Engineered Beyond Tough
age without compromising on cabin
space. Designed with safety in mind,
the rear corners of the cargo bed are
specially reinforced to disperse the
force of impact when cargo shifts in
order to prevent deformation.

Available at Qatar
Automobiles Company
● Powerful design incorporating Mitsubishi Motors Corporation’s DYNAMIC SHIELD front
styling
● 4WD system that delivers improved all-terrain performance
● Improved use of advanced
active safety technologies
● Newly-developed 2.4L turbodiesel engine mated to 6-speed
manual transmission
● New chrome power door mirrors, chrome rear gate handle
and side steps

T

HE Mitsubishi L200 pickup
continues the heritage of renowned toughness, durability
and ability to perform under extreme conditions and over the
roughest terrains. 42 years after its
introduction, this global strategic
model has stood the test of time and
will be sold in over 150 countries
around the world.
The Mitsubishi L200 pickup is
available now at Qatar Automobiles
Company, the authorised distributor of Mitsubishi Motors in Qatar, at
its showrooms on Slawa road and in
Alkhor.
Giving total control of power delivery to match driving conditions,
the new L200 features a 6-speed
manual transmission coupled with
tougher refreshed styling, SUV-like
interior and better core performance,
making it more rugged, fuel efficient,
and overall economical commercial
vehicle to own.
Available in single and double
cabins, the new L200 comes in 2.4L
and 2.5L petrol and turbocharged
DOHC diesel engines, and in 4WD
and 2WD choices, with improved
ride comfort and easier drivability,
thanks to the class-leading aerodynamics, legendary tough front suspensions and enhanced rear suspensions that can handle rough and
bumpy road surfaces with ease.
Powerful Engine & Smooth
Handling
The reliable petrol and diesel
engines have been developed even
further, simultaneously achieving

SAND and ROCK settings, regulates
the amount of wheel slip and maximizes all-terrain performance and
self-extraction in mud or snow.

increased fuel economy and high
output. While the 4WD 2.4L diesel engine is available with 6-speed
manual transmission, realizing an
output of 100 (136)/3,500 kW (PS)/
rpm and a maximum torque of 324
(33.1)/1,500-2,500 N•m (kg-m)/
rpm. Both 2WD and 4WD 2.5L diesel engines enjoy a 5-speed manual
transmission that deliver a maximum torque of 240 (24.5)/1,5003,500 N•m (kg-m)/rpm and 94
(128)/4,000 kW (PS)/rpm.
The 2.4L petrol engine both 2WD

and 4WD is also available with a
5-speed manual transmission which
delivers 202 (20.6)/4,000 N•m (kgm)/rpm of torque and 97 (132)/5,250
kW (PS)/rpm.
The 4WD models of the L200
feature a convenient and new “EasySelect 4WD” system that simplifies
switching between drive modes, to
deliver improved off-road performance. Integrally controlling engine
power, transmission and braking
when engaged, the Off-Road mode,
which has GRAVEL, MUD/SNOW,

“Rock Solid” Design
The front face of the L200 features Mitsubishi Motors Corporation’s new-generation “Dynamic
Shield” front design concept adding
toughness and style to the distinctive
and refreshed new look.
The New L200 features a revitalized design under the concept “Rock
Solid” that embodies, both inside and
out, the full essence of the vehicle’s
“Engineered Beyond Tough” development keyphrase. The design language
is characterized by the sculpted lines
and bold features that define a powerful character connecting all parts
of the vehicle from corner to corner,
giving the it a tough, grounded and
sturdy look on the road.
The solidly reinforced and spacious cargo bed offers all the storage space a business might need
and makes the L200 the best tool
for various transport needs. At 1,470
mm width, 1,520 mm length and 475
mm height, on the double cabin, and
1,470 mm width, 2,265 mm length
and 475 mm height on the single
cabin, the L200 allows for more stor-

Interior Style
The restyled interior of the L200
expresses a modern and robust feeling, and echoes the same attention
to detail as the exterior with SUV
vehicle styling, dynamic shapes and
high-quality finish. The centre panel and connecting console feature a
bulky layout that are perfect for a
pickup truck.
The luxurious front seats have
been designed to hug the driver’s
body with greater side support, enhanced legroom and wide shoulder
rest. Luxury is further emphasized
through high quality soft pad materials and stitching on the floor console,
armrests, and parking brake handle.
To achieve a quieter and more
relaxing ride, an instrument panel
has been fitted with sound absorbing material, floor damping has been
used to control vibration on rugged
terrain in addition to dashboard and
fender noise insulation.
To enhance convenience, new air
circulator for rear passengers has
been installed in the ceiling to provide passengers in the rear seats relaxing trip at an ideal temperature.
Solid Safety Features
Equipped with a vast array of
safety features that highlight Mitsubishi’s focus on occupant and pedestrian protection. From ABS to
SRS airbags for the driver and front
passenger, the L200 offers a number
of active and passive safety measures. The vehicle comes equipped
with hydraulic Brake Assist system
as well as Electronic Brakeforce Distribution (EBD) to properly perform
brake force distribution between the
front and rear wheels according to
the vehicle condition. It also features
Active Stability & Traction Control,
which independently regulate braking force to the wheels during cornering to help maintain excellent
vehicle stability when needed.
Other safety features include
pretensioners on the front seatbelts
which automatically tighten the
belts in the event of a frontal collision to help restrain the driver and
front passenger and reduce the force
of impact when the front airbags are
deployed.
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Pak-Qatar Takaful Group: Pakistan’s
pioneering and largest Takaful enterprise

P

AK-QATAR Takaful Group (PQTG),
the first and the largest dedicated
Takaful enterprise in Pakistan’s Islamic Finance industry, comprises
of Shari’ah compliant ventures
like; Pak-Qatar Family Takaful Limited
(PQFTL), Pak-Qatar General Takaful
Limited (PQGTL), Pak-Qatar Investment
(Private) Limited (PQIL) and Pak-Qatar
Asset Management Company Limited
(PQAMCL). These ventures are driven by
modern technology and a service-culture
to achieve the fastest growth and highcredibility by providing innovative Takaful and investment solutions.
Alhamdulillah! Our resolute efforts over
the past decade as the pioneer and flagbearer of Takaful have undoubtedly been
rewarded by Allah (SWT) and by the people
of Pakistan with the continuous strong &
unwavering support from the shareholders
representing the State of Qatar.
The Group of Companies are registered with the ‘Securities & Exchange
Commission of Pakistan’ (SECP). PQFTL
and PQGTL commenced Takaful operations in 2008. The Group has the historic privilege and honour of launching
Pak-Qatar Family Takaful Limited as Pakistan’s first and largest Family Takaful
Company.
Pak-Qatar Takaful Group, with a vision of “Providing financial protection
through Takaful to everyone”, is not only
Pakistan’s pioneer and the largest Takaful
group but is also the third largest privatesector corporate conglomerate in the entire insurance industry of Pakistan. The
Group is proudly managing the assets
book valued over PKR 31.6 Billion.
Pak-Qatar Takaful Group annually
contributes over PKR 10 Billion to Pakistan’s GDP. Further, the Group has settled
and paid claims to Takaful participants in
excess of PKR 28.2 Billion since inception. PQFTL is the world’s first and only
Family Takaful operator that has consist-

ently declared and distributed surplus of
approximately PKR 520 Million since its
inception.
Takaful serves as a Shari’ah compliant alternative to insurance and thereby
all Pak-Qatar Takaful products are duly
certified with Fatwas (Islamic Pronouncement) issued by an independent Shari’ah
Advisory Board which comprises of
world renowned Shari’ah scholars panel
and chaired by Mufti Muhammad Hassaan Kaleem. Mufti Taqi Usmani was
the founding chairman of PQTG Shari’ah
Advisory Board since inception and had
named Mufti Hassaan Kaleem as his successor in 2019. PQTG is the first one to
establish a dedicated in-house Shari’ah
department with a team of Shari’ah scholars and experts providing round the clock
support in all spheres related to Shari’ah
learning, research, and compliance.
The Group’s shareholders include
some of the strongest financial institutions in the State of Qatar, including; Qatar Islamic Insurance Company (QIIC)
and Qatar International Islamic Bank
(QIIB). Further, our shareholders also
include FWU AG (Germany), a leading
technology company based in Munich,
Germany.
Pak-Qatar Takaful Group’s paid-up
capital is in excess of PKR 2.12 Billion
which entirely represent Foreign Direct
Investment (FDI) in Pakistan, mostly
from Qatar-based members of the Group’s
board of directors and shareholders.
The Group is chaired by His Excellency, Sheikh Ali bin Abdullah Thani J AlThani (member of Qatar’s Royal family).
Other prominent members of the Board of
Directors and shareholders from Qatar in
the Group include; Abdul Basit Ahmed AlShaibei (CEO, Qatar International Islamic
Bank), Ali Ibrahim Al Abdul Ghani (CEO,
Qatar Islamic Insurance Company), Said
Gul, Zahid Hussain Awan and Owais Ansari, to name a few.

PQFTL is strengthened by Re-Takaful
arrangements with Munich-Re, HannoverRe and Hannover - Retakaful. PQGTL is
backed by Re-Takaful arrangements with
Pakistan Reinsurance Company Limited,
Saudi Re, Arab Re, Kuwait Re-Takaful, Cobalt Re, Tunis Re and Kenya Re.
The Group’s Insurer Financial Rating
(IFS) remains robust, whereby PQFTL is
rated “A+” (with Stable Outlook) by VIS
Credit Rating Co. Ltd. and Pakistan Credit
Rating Agency (PACRA) while PQGTL is
rated “A” (Single A) with Stable Outlook
by PACRA.
PQFTL is currently providing needbased financial protection to more than
1850 corporate clients and over 600,000
Individual Takaful members for Individual Family, Banca Takaful, Group Fam-

ily and Group Health business segments.
Pak-Qatar Family has around 250+
prominent hospitals on panel across Pakistan to provide best healthcare to Takaful
members.
PQTG has the largest Takaful branch
networks in Pakistan boasting of over 160
branches in more than 100+ cities nationwide. In addition to our physical presence
of branch locations across Pakistan, we
also deliver 24/7 Alternate Distribution
Channels (ADCs) accessibility through
all digital-media, online payments and
e-commerce web-portals, pioneering
mobile-applications and other smart electronic touch-points.
PQFTL enjoys a strategic Banca
Takaful alliance with FWU AG, a leading
technology company based in Munich,

Germany for distribution and instant issuance of Takaful policies at about 2,675
bank branches across Pakistan in more
than 100 cities. PQFTL enjoys strong relationships with 12 commercial banks and 3
microfinance banks.
PQGTL is offering coverage to approximately 750 corporate members comprising of Textile, Pharma, Hospital, Various
Industrial risk, Banks and Modarbas and
over 17,000 individual Takaful members.
PQGTL major segments include: Fire and
Allied Perils, Marine (Inland, Import and
Export), Engineering, Motor, Health,
Cash in Safe, Cash in Transit, Financial
Lines & Travel.
The main asset of company is the human talent. Pak-Qatar Takaful Group
takes pride in having the best industry
practitioners in the world working with
dedication for the company. The Group is
also considered among the best employers of Pakistan with a workforce of over
3,500+ people spread all over Pakistan.
The highly competitive compensation &
benefits combined with the opportunity
for extensive training & development on
continuous basis from fresh graduates
to highly trained professionals are commensurate with performance excellence.
The group continues to invest in human
capital with over PKR 2 Billion in talent
investment on an annual basis.
Pak-Qatar Takaful Group has won
many international awards including ‘Best
Takaful Company’ Award from FPCCI in
2020, `Best Takaful Company’ by Global
Islamic Finance Awards in London 20I9,
`Brand of the Year’ at the FPCCI Awards
in Karachi 2018, `Best Takaful Operator’
by IFN Awards in 2017, `Best Takaful Operator in Pakistan’ award at the 10th International Takaful Summit London 2016
and ‘Best Takaful Company in Pakistan’
for the year 2015 at ‘RTC Islamic Banking
& Finance Awards’ ceremony in Islamabad and many more.
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Halqa-e-Ahbab:

At the forefront of community service

I

T was in 1981 when Halqa-eAhbab established its office in
Qatar and started organising its
social and welfare activities.
It was the time when Pakistani
work force was moving to different
countries, including Qatar, in search
of better financial opportunities.
Among those who arrived here were
some educated youth and intellectuals who started to gather at one platform with a spirit to do something
for the betterment of their compatriots.
In the beginning, it was only a
meeting point, where new arrivals
would get orientation about the foreign country. HAQ office served as
a weekend hostel for bachelors who
were looking for friends as they were
living away from their families. As
the number of Pakistani increased
with the passage of time, it was decided to establish a proper forum to
coordinate the activities in a proper
manner. This is how Halqa-e-Ahbab
into existence.
Since its inception, HAQ has
focused on youth and through academic, recreational and welfare
activities tries to inculcate in them
Islamic teachings and cultural values. Many competitions are organised for students. Events including
quiz and speech contests and reci-

tation of Holy Quran and Naat, etc
are arranged. HAQ also hosts sports
events besides organising various
welfare activities.
HAQ functions in close coordination with other Pakistani organisations. We invited scores of
scholars and prominent figures
from Pakistan to address community gatherings. Besides organising
events on Pakistan’s national days,
HAQ regularly celebrates Qatar
National Day and Qatar National
Sports Day.
During COVID-19 pandemic,
HAQ worked very closely with Qatar Charity in providing food packages and necessary facilities not only

to Pakistani community but also to
other nationalities. In recognition of
its services, Qatar Charity presented
‘Certificate of Appreciation’ to HAQ
in 2020. Our volunteers also worked
with the Qatar Red Crescent Society
during this challenging period and
rendered their services in COVID
isolation camps.
Our horizon of welfare and rehabilitation activities is not only limited to Qatar, we actively participated
in relief activities during the devastating earthquake in 2005 and flood
in 2006 in Pakistan. HAQ is determined to serve not only Pakistanis
but also other communities residing
in Qatar.

TEN M: Excellence in trade,
services business solutions

TEN M (10M) Trading & Services (WLL) is a distinctive
company with a variety of businesses and portfolio for international trading and other services.
Trading Division
TEN M Trading is holding dealership of few most prestigious international French and Arabic perfumes brands for
Qatar and Pakistan. Our house Artisanal perfume manufacturing has its own Oud, Dahn ul Oud, Bakhoor and other
perfume products. We also trade in leather products, gifts
and luxuries. We also deal in natural gemstones, diamonds,
jewellery, antiques and unique articles.
Services Division
Our services division provides PRO services, Hakoomi,
Metrash, company formation and CR assistance. We also
render advisory service for TAX systems and auditing arrangements via authorised auditors. Other services include
trade facilitation, document clearing, import / export paperwork facilitation and WPS Maintenance, etc. For business
queries, please contact Tel: +974 77778116 or send email to:
info@tenmtrading.com. Please visit our website: tenmtrading.com for more details.
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“O

NE book, one pen,
one child and one
teacher can change
the world”. Pakistan
International School fully recognises the potential its students and
teachers hold, and has been serving
the community with same zeal and
zest for more than 30 years. With its
roots planted with dedication, commitment and honesty, the tree has
produced fruit for many years now
in the form of high achievers, successful doctors, skilled engineers,
successful entrepreneurs, intellectual writers, creative artists, ingenious developers, visionary leaders
and much more.
With emphasis on co-curricular and extracurricular activities
besides academics, Pakistan International School has proved itself
to be an institution of tomorrow,
putting special focus on students’
development academically, physically, emotionally, psychologically
and socially in both individual and
collective establishments. In recent years, the school has successfully stepped up to the challenges
of the contemporary academic
setup and has left its marks of excellence in almost all the sectors of
the educational milieu, believing
that the purpose of any academic
institution is to equip the students
with all the skills they need to advance in this world as successful
citizens and responsible individuals.
Ready to Go!
When the pandemic hit, life
around the globe came to a standstill. Education sector was no exception: education, as we know,
got transformed completely. The
concept of remote learning had
always been there, but never did
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it become the norm. It resulted in
intensive working hours for teachers (spending hours in preparing
video lessons and planning online
sessions) and a modified concept
of “classroom” environment.
However, PISQ responded to
the call positively and its dedicated teachers worked round the
clock to successfully continue the
teaching-learning process under the supervision of a committed and visionary leadership, and
with the cooperation and support
of parents and community. The
school had a constructive perspective regarding the circumstances:
even though online teaching increased the pressure on teachers,
this new mode of learning encour-

aged creativity and innovation in
teachers and students alike besides promoting in them essential
life skills such as adaptability and
resilience towards crisis and sudden change. The school leadership
believes that if these skills are integrated into the education system
worldwide, the whole concept of
modern education will be revolutionized.
We Rise and Shine
True to its tradition of excellence and distinction, PISQ once
again made its name through
record-breaking results in FBISE
Annual Examination, 2021, for
SSC and HSSC. The year 2021 also
brought to light the biggest mile-

stone in the history of PISQ. In
its first batch of IGCSE students
appearing in CAIE examination
for English and Islamiyat, PISQ
scored a whopping 75% A* and A
grades with 20 students appearing
in multiple subjects who scored
overall 14 A* and 16 A with no student standing ungraded.
In 2020, Said Ali bagged 2nd
position in all Federal Board affiliated institutions in Pakistan and
abroad in the Commerce group of
HSSC Annual Examination, 2020.
Stars
Through
and
Through
After the restrictions were
eased gradually, PISQ started taking small steps to bring back the

extra-curricular regimen it has
always included in the academic
calendar.
Learning for Excellence
PISQ believes that learning is
a prerequisite of excellence; it is a
continuous process, unrestricted
by time, place, age and gender
boundaries. For this very reason,
ample professional development
opportunities are provided to the
members of faculty so they can
acquaint themselves with modern
pedagogical practices and adapt to
a fast-changing academic scenario
where students take responsibility
of their learning and teachers act
as facilitators to guide them in the
process.

The school recently organized
a Teachers’ training program with
Mrs. NICOLA BUSCHER, Masters’ Degree holder in Education
Leadership and Policy (Distinction), from University of Leeds.
Debaters of Today, Leaders of Tomorrow
As a futuristic school, PISQ
puts equal emphasis on curricular,
co-curricular and extra-curricular
activities. The students are given
many national and international
level platforms—Qatar Debates,
MUN, iEarn, Doha Bank Projects
and many more—to showcase
their talent alongside developing
communication and leadership
skills.

